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Why?

Context
Europe has been since always a spectacular theatre of nature,
resources and amazing geography, hosting throughout the years
cultures that developed around the mountains, hills, rivers,
seas, forests, animals, fruits and vegetables, metal and clay,
silver or gold. Different lifestyles, values and behaviors were
born, modified, adapted or disappeared.
Countries have been shaped, merging different territorial or temporal cultures into
nests of harmony and harm.
We are who we are today also thanks to our history, to the mistakes and achievements
of our ancestors.
With Europe proposing during the last decades a sense of Union and togetherness, we
need to focus more, as individuals, communities or countries, on spiritual values, solidarity,
tolerance, kindness and common sense.
This project moreover is challenging the idea of having emotions as common ground,
vulnerability as starting point and diversity as main resource for simulating an inclusive
Europe based on peaceful values and respect, on human needs, abilities or disabilities and
not on an economic system, unable to serve equity or justice for all.
Visual arts will be the main methods of recognizing, managing or expressing
emotions, questioning human needs and human rights coming from within.
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Throughout the lifespan of our NGO we have developed and
maintained a series of different youth activities and initiatives, from arts
& culture (music, theatre, folk and traditions), to European matters
(social justice, citizenship, human rights, youth exchanges, training
courses) or outdoor activities and environmental protection.
Teenagers, aged 14-18, represent the main target group of the
association and the general aim is their personal development and
empowerment, especially through the promotion of volunteering and
civic sense for improving as well the local community and the
surroundings.
We are running several workshops weekly, mainly handmade and
visual arts, performing arts, guitar classes and folk, creative recycling,
social cooking or simply informal gatherings where board games,
movies, reading or even outdoor camping are some of the activities.
Besides celebrating life, youth spirit, expression and peaceful
values since 2005, this year we are also celebrating 15 years of sexy
moments and we are glad to share it with you!
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Partners
In order to get to know each other better, here you have the websites and
the Facebook page (click on the logo) of each partner organization in the project:

CESD Center for Economic and Social Development - Kosovo
https://www.cesd-ks.eu/

Quinta das Relvas – Portugal
https://quintadasrelvas.pt/

APS Associazione di Promozione Sociale Outside the Box –
Italy
https://apsoutsidethebox.wixsite.com/otb2018

CET Civil Education and Training Hellas - Greece
https://cetplatformgr.com/
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The youth exchange will take place in the remote
area of Halos, part of Manastirea Casin (20km away
from Onesti town), between 17th July (arriving day) and 26th July (departure day) 2021.
The accommodation place consists in 2 main dormitories, with shared bathrooms and
“grandma” kitchen, where will be cooked with love mainly vegetarian traditional dishes,
with local ingredients.
The place is a big farm, a becoming socio-cultural center, surrounded by grass, trees
and animals, with an inspiring background, ideal for outdoor activities, introspection and
connection with nature, oneself and the others, especially as the Wi-Fi signal is poor or
even inexistent. Bare in mind the summer heat during the afternoon and the chill evenings,
different types of insects and other disadvantages that make the contact with nature a way to
get out the comfort zone. We might also face water shortages, especially hot water, so get
ready for an adventure and resources management development, sharing and community
spirit!
Plenty nice working spaces and chill out zones are to be find around the space, for free
time moments and activities. Board games, sports equipment, musical instruments, garden,
fire camp place, wood workshops, as well as tents for the most adventurous ones will be
available.
Participants are not allowed to explore the forest without permission or supervision of
the organizing team, as in the area dangerous animals are easy to find.
Bring with you a sleeping bag (for extra coziness, outdoor siesta or sleeping by the fire
if you feel like) comfortable/outdoor cloths, walking shoes and slippers, your own toiletries
and hygiene products. Washing machine is not available and however we encourage the
participants to travel as light as possible. Laundry soap will be available for handwashing.
The Covid tests will be done by all the participants and members of the youth
exchange before arrivals and departure. The tests will be reimbursed as part of the traveling
budget. Daily temperature measure will take place every day and hand sanitizer will be
available all around the
accommodation place.
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Participants
- The groups are composed by 5 young people, mainly aged 16-24 years old
(participants up to 30 years old may be included in case the selection process gets too
challenging), plus a team leader 18+
- It is strongly recommended that during the final selection to take in consideration the
following profile:
• The team leader should be a responsible person, able to support, help and motivate
both his/her national group and the organizing team during the project; able to
communicate in English and available to handle eventual paper work (photo release
documentation, Visa procedure, parental agreements, traveling tickets, etc.)
• gender balance (within the group)
• Inclusion of people with fewer opportunities, such as economic or educational
difficulties, geographical obstacles, social or cultural differences.
• motivation and availability to take part in all the project’s phases (there will be several
preparatory meetings and a couple of post project encounters for evaluation and
dissemination)
• Special interest, passion, skills, curiosity in visual arts, cooperative societies and
politics, may facilitate the development of the project.
• The project is based on inter-human relationships too, so empathy, active involvement,
community spirit, enthusiasm and positive energy are essential for the success of it!
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How?

Preparations
-

-

-

Each national group should gather as many times as possible during the preparation
phase, in order to practice English and get familiarized with non-formal methods and
the Youthpass Certificate, as well as the dynamics of an intercultural project
They will have to create a short thematic presentation video of the team and post it
on the Facebook group of the project. This way we’ll start getting to know each other
in advance, as well as the place we are coming from.
The above group is meant for the participants to share more details or information
about themselves, their sending association, about their town or thematic materials &
information (visual art works, local youth policies, etc.).
They will also have to prepare an interactive and creative intercultural night which
will be shared with another country (please don’t focus on drinking games or alcohol
consumption in general, as it will progressively decrease the overall energies or
concentration levels for the days to come).
The groups should be available also for gatherings after the youth exchange, for
evaluation the project and feedback the hosting organization, to complete their
Youthpass Certificates and put in practice eventual follow-up activities we will agree
on during the youth exchange (such as a dissemination event in your local community)
Make sure all the participants have their health insurances!

In order to have a better idea about what inspired the project and what is its vision, we
highly recommend you to watch, before coming to the youth exchange, the following
movies:
- Pink Floyd: The Wall (1982)
- La Educacion Prohibida – The Forbidden Education (2012)
- The Economics of Happiness (2011)
- Animal Farm (1954)
- 1984 (1984)
- The Holy Mountain (1973)
- Waking Life (2001)
- Captain Fantastic (2016)
- The Choice is Ours (2016)
- Que estranha forma de vida – What a strange way of life (2015)
- Down to earth (2020)
- Noviembre (2003)
or Youtube channels regarding history/politics, such as Invicta or Kings and Generals,
regarding arts, such as The Art Assignment or Bob Ross, or both TED-ed! (ask us for more if
you are interested).
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Day 1 - Intro stArts – setting agreements and building the community spirit,
introducing the evaluation tools
Day 2 - Visual heArts – Emotions from the past, Listening & Expressing Emotions
Day 3 – All Different, All Equal – Social Inclusion & Intercultural Learning Day 4 –
Day 4 – heArts in Nature – Trekking trails, exploring different life forms
Day 5 – EuroParts – Policies from the heart, Parallel Societies
Day 6 – European Values – Towards a new Europe
Day 7 – Visual Promotion – European heArts short movies
Day 8 – pArts of an integrated community – Presentation of the results to local
high-school students, follow-up, Youthpass, Final evaluation & closing ceremony

As we count on motivated participants willing to step into a learning
experience, to get out of the comfort zone and interact with people from the other
countries as much as possible, respecting the others, the timetable (punctuality) and
the organizing team, and not on a spirit of vacation or focus on tourism and exhausting
night parties.
For facilitating Covid-return-test and for eventual touristic purposes and needs
of the group, we encourage the groups to book the travel tickets one or two days after
the end of the youth exchange (27th or even 28th July).
Participants will be picked-up from/to Onesti town.

Onestin Youth Association
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